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Who files Price and Production Reports?

• Alaska Statute 43.80 requires salmon processors who sell at least 1 million 
pounds of salmon products at wholesale to file price and production reports, 
the filings are then aggregated at DOR, FISH Tax.

• Processors must file four reports during the calendar year:
One annual Production Report showing the quantity of salmon 
products produced by the processor between Jan 1 and Dec 31, 
due Jan 31 of the following year. 

Three tri-annual Price Reports for monthly data of wholesale sales 
activity. Due dates are: May 31 for January – April period, September 30 
for May – August period and January 31 for the September – December 
period. (In addition, DOR publishes an annual price report from this tri-
annual data.)
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What is reported?

• AS 43.80 identifies six reportable salmon product forms. The information 
to be reported on for these product forms is identified in the DOR forms 
and includes items such as species, reporting period, weight or cases, 
value, and other elements. The salmon product forms are: 

1. Thermally processed salmon products;
2. Fresh headed and gutted salmon products;
3. Fresh fillet salmon products;
4. Frozen headed and gutted salmon products;
5. Frozen fillet salmon products;
6. Salmon roe products.
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Purpose of Salmon Reporting

• To provide information about wholesale salmon prices and 
production to the public.

• Users of data should be aware that not all salmon products are 
required to be reported (salmon oil, salmon skins, salmon by-
products).
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Generating a Salmon Price Report

• Processors report monthly sales activity for each salmon species, 
product form and area of production (Southeastern and Yakutat, 
Kodiak, Bristol Bay, etc.).

• When all processors have filed price reports for a given period, DOR 
checks for data anomalies.

• Confidentiality tests are performed to prevent the publication of 
sensitive data.
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Checking for data anomalies 

We look for anomalies in processor salmon price reports, such as:

1. Over-reporting sales for a given month;
2. Prices per pound which seem unrealistic such as $6.00/lb. 

for pink frozen headed and gutted.
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Confidentiality Tests

• For a given month, species, product form and area, monthly total 
sales are reported if:

1. There are three or more processors;

2. No one processor over 80.0% of total value, and;

3. No two processors over 95.0% of total value.
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After data checks and confidentiality tests:

• DOR publishes the Salmon Price report. The report presented
next is a tri-annual Alaska Salmon Price report for the period 
9/1/2016 – 12/31/2016. 
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Annual Salmon Price Report

• DOR publishes an annual Price Report by combining the 
three tri-annual processor price reports and any adjustments 
for a calendar year.
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Annual Salmon Production report

• One annual Production Report showing the quantity of salmon products 
produced by the processor between Jan 1 and Dec 31, due Jan 31 of the 
following year. 

• This report considers production only. (Our price reporting discussed 
earlier considered wholesale prices).
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DOR Published Reports are found here:
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http://tax.alaska.gov/programs/reports.aspx

http://tax.alaska.gov/programs/reports.aspx


Questions?
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